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THE UBIQUITOUS 555 

Before you can play any game, 
you've got to know the rules -and 

how to be a winner. Think Tank wants 
you to submit your own favorite sche- 
matics and share them with your fellow 
readers. Now that does not mean that 
you can freely copy a schematic from 
another magazine or a book and send 
it in. That's called plagiarism, and the 
legal penalties can be pretty stiff. 

We also are limited as to space. We 
can't use circuits with more than one or 
two solid -state devices. A transistor 
and an IC are fine. Two transistors are 
OK, as are two ICs. So don't submit a 
twenty- transistor amplifier circuit...it will 
never see the light of the printed page. 

We also have to put some text in with 
your circuit, so always add a descrip- 
tion of the circuit's application, why 
you liked it, and -most important - 
how it works! 

So what do you get for all that? Back 
in the early days of radio, our founder, 
Mr. Hugo Gernsback, used to write a 
special feature article for every April 
issue. The hero of those articles was 
one Mohammed Ulysses Fips. To an 
electronics enthusiast, the "Fips" sto- 
ries, as they came to be known, re- 
sulted in gales of laughter. But so 
knowledgeable was Gernsback, and 
such a clever author, that people who 
didn't have the know -how in the sub- 
ject often tried to actually duplicate 
the experiments -with disconcerting 
results. 

We've assembled all of those arti- 
cles into a book of some of the funniest 
reading you'll ever do- provided that 
you know one end of a resistor from 
another. We sell the book for $12.95 

plus postage, but if we use one of your 
circuits, we'll send you one absolutely 
free of charge! Now let's get started. 

Before the 555 timer arrived on the 
scene, we had everything from time - 
delay relays to complex timer -tran- 
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sistor circuits. Nowadays you can 
hardly see a circuit that doesn't use a 
555. We've gotten so many offerings 
that we assembled all of them here. 

Lights -On Warning. How many times 
have you gotten out of your car and 
left the lights on? It's really no big deal, 
because when you get out to the car in 

the morning, you'll find that the lights 
are out -because the battery is dead. 
The circuit in Fig. 1 is designed to help 
keep that from happening. If you 
leave the light switch on and turn the 
ignition off, that little gem sounds an 
alarm to remind you to turn off the 
lights. 

Because power for the circuit is pi- 
rated from the car's side lights, the cir- 
cuit can't oscillate unless the lights are 
on. The reset pin on the 555 connects to 
transistor Q1. The base of Q1 is con- 
nected through R1 to the ignition auxili- 
ary terminal on the car's fuse box. 
When the ignition is turned on, power is 

supplied to the base of 671, turning it on. 
With 671 turned on, pin 4 of U1 is tied low, 
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disabling the oscillator and inhibiting 
the alarm. 

However, if the ignition is turned off 
while the lights are on, power is ap- 
plied to the 555 and Ql is turned off, 
and the alarm starts. 

Switch S1 is an optional override. If 

you desire to use the system for park- 
ing, for example, you can disable the 
alarm circuit with that switch. 
-Sam Jaffe, Brooklyn, NV 

Thanks Sam. This is the sort of thing 
we're looking for! Your Fips book is on 
the way. 

Continuity Tester A friend who works 
for a fairly large electronics company 
went to the stock room to check out a 
VOM so that he could "ring out" a ca- 
ble he had just put together, only to 
find that they were all in use and he'd 
have to wait for at least another day. 
So we put this little continuity- tester cir- 
cuit together in my basement work- 
shop. 

The continuity tester has the advan- 
tage of an audible indication of con- 
tinuity, so he doesn't have to take his 

eyes off his work to read a meter. Now it 
sits on his bench at work, and he's al- 
ready been asked for the schematic 
several times. 

The box has two external test leads 
labelled POSITIVE and NEGATIVE. Put a 
dead short between them, indicating 
continuity, and you get a 2 -kHz beep; 
with a 5000 -ohm resistance between 
them, it's a 1 -kHz beep; and at 80,000 
ohms, it's a 100 -kHz signal. 

Because the current flowing in the 
circuit is low, the circuit can be used 
around semiconductors with no 
damage. The circuit is seen in Fig. 2. It is 
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Fig. I. Power for the Lights -On Warning circuit is pirated from the car's side 
lights. The heart of the circuit is a 555 oscillator /timer that's activated 
and de- activated by way of a control signal applied to the base of Ql. 
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a conventional 555 astable circuit with 
the test leads in series with the charg- 
ing resistor. The output drives a small 
loudspeaker Because the current at 
the leads is unidirectional, from 
positive to negative, you can use this 
device for testing diodes, or to perform 
simple diode tests on transistor junc- 
tions. 

Be careful when doing on -board 
tests. Sometimes you can get strange 
results due 4o sneak paths through 
power supplies and the like. Anyway, 
my friend is happy with his continuity 
tester and so are some of his friends. I 

hope you are too! 
-James Condon, Ft. Smith, AK 

Good going Jim. All circuits don't 
have to be complex to be good. In 

fact, we figure that by puffing in a 
three -way rotary switch and adding 
the necessary resistors, this would 
make a fine code -practice oscillator 
with a choice of three different tones! 
You've earned your copy of the Fips 
book. Hope you like it! 
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Fig. 2. The Contircit.v Tester feeds a 
voltage through the positive probe to the 
circuit -under -test, while the negative 
probe serves as the return line. Voltage 
returning to the Tester through the nega- 
tive probe triggers the circuit, giving 
un audible indication of continuity. 

Courteous Courtesy Light. The so- 
called "courtesy" light in a typical car 
is a misnomer. Sure, when you open the 
door to get in, the light inside comes 
on. But after you close the door, when 
you need the light the most, to find the 
ignition switch, etc., the light goes out, 
leaving you in the dark. The circuit 
shown in Fig. 3 keeps the courtesy light 
on for 30 seconds after you close the 
door. 

The lead from the door switch is re- 
moved and connected to the 555 cir- 
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New solid -state and digital 
TV sets, stereos, and vid- 
eorecorders are tougher to re- 
pair than old- fashioned tube 
type sets and require special 
training for the service tech- 
nician who works on them. 

Only a few states have laws 
requiring competency tests 
fm licensing technicians who 
repair consumer electronics, 
but fifteen years ago the In- 
ternational Society of Cer- 
tified Electronic Technicians 
!CET) began its own certifica- 
tion program to qualify these 
technicians and those in in- 
dustry. To carry the CET des- 
ignation, technicians must 
have four years experience 
and pass a rigid examination 
on general electronics and a 

specific area of expertise such 
as audio or radio -TV. 

Many consumers look for a 

Certified Electronic Techni- 
cian in the shop when they 
need any electronic item re- 
paired. 

Free Consumer Checklist 
A consumer checklist for 

selecting a service shop is av- 
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Modern electronic equip- 
ment such as digital TVs 
or stereos should be re- 
paired by specially trained 
people. 

ailable free by sending a 

stamped. self- addressed en- 
velope to: Checklist. 1SCET, 
2708 West Berry, Fort Worth. 
TX 76109. The list reminds 
consumers to check such 
items as "Does the business 
have the parts for your par- 
ticular brand ? ". "Did you get 
an estimated price ? ", and 
"Did you check this company 

us with the Retter Business 
Bureau ?" 

Your 
ticket to 

a huge selection 
of electronic parts. 

Inn 
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ELECTRONICS 
The all -new MCM Electronics Catalog is like having 
your own reserved, front -row seat to the best 
electronics parts and components show in town! 
With nearly 11,000 items (most of them in-stock and 
ready for shipment in 24 hours), you'll be able to 
spend less time looking for the products you need 
and more time watching your profits and customer 
satisfaction grow! So, order your FREE copy today 
and discover why MCM gets nothing but standing 
ovations from our customers! 

For your FREE copy, 
call TOLL -FREE 
1- 800 -543 -4330 
In Ohio, call 1- 800 -762 -4315 

In Alaska or Hawaii, call 1- 800 - 858 -1849 

MCM ELECTRONICS 
858 E. CONGRESS PARK OR. 
CENTERVILLE. OH 45459 -4072 

A PREMIER Company 

Source No. HO -2' 
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Discover 
one of most 
incredible bons of 
electricity and electron- 
ics books to come along 
in years. You'll find scores 
of high quality new books 
and reprints of rare old 
books on building and 
collecting old time radios 
including spark -gap 
transmitters, crystal sets. 
regenerative and other 
antique receivers, early 
telephony and television. 
and more! 

Tesla Coils! 
Build Tesla cuils, induction coils. Winishurst 
and other lightning bolt generators! Rewind 
and repair motors! Design and build electri- 
cal generators! Get high power from auto al- 
ternators! You'll find quality books on these 
topics and much more! 

You'll find plans and info on all types of 
unusual equipment from lasers to century- 
old induction coils! Build equipment your 
friends haven't even heard o0 

Fringe 
Science! 
You'll even discover a 
strange collection of 
books on 'Fringe Sci- 
ence lost continents, 
perpetual motion, un- 
usual phenomena recorded throughout the 
centuries, and much more. Explore the 
strange world that lies between fact & fiction! 

New CataloaI 
Write for your copy bf 
Lindsay's new Electrical 
Books catalog and see for 
yourself what you've been 
missing! Send $1.00 (US 
& Canada) or $3.00 for- 
eign airmail. We'll send 
your catalog immediately' 
Write today? r lndsay's Electrical Books, 
PO Box 12 -WF2, Bradley IL 60915 ' 

Enclosed is $1.00. Send m^ a copy of 
I j Lindsay's Electrical Books catalog via first i class mail! 
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Fig 3. The Courteous Courtesy Light circuit -built around a 555 (configured 
as monostable multis'ihrator) that's controlled by the auto's door switches- 
keeps the courtesy light on for 30 seconds after the door is closed. 

cuit. The 555 is arranged in a 
monostable mode, and is triggered by 
the door switches. The output drives Q1, 

which is connected across the interior 
light switch. The interior light is turned 
on for 30 seconds after the door is 

opened. If the door(s) are held open 
for longer than 30 seconds, it will not 
reset until after the doors are closed. In 

that case, the lights go out imme- 
diately. 

One additional advantage also be- 
comes apparent. Door switches often 
fail because of dirt, which can cause 
the lights to go dim or flicker. This circuit 
needs only the shortest momentary 
contact to operate, meaning that it 

works even with dirty door switches. 
And with a bit of careful designing, the 
circuit can be made small enough to 
fit inside most interior car -light fixtures. 
-Fred Mullins, Madison, WI 

Good thinking Fred! Keep on the 
lookout for your copy of the Fips book. 
It's on the way. 

Signal Injector. In the early days of 
radio, it was customary to simply put a 
finger on the grid caps of the tubes in a 
receiver. That way, you could hear the 
60 -cycle hum. As the circuit in Fig. 4 
indicates, we've come a long way, 
baby! 

The unit is great for checking ampli- 
fiers of all sorts. It provides a square - 
wave output that is rich in harmonic 
content. The circuit's output frequency 
can be varied from 50 Hz to 15 kHz. The 
heart of the circuit is a 555 astable 

connected in its equal mark /space 
mode. The frequency is controlled by 
potentiometer R2 and capacitor C1. 

Resistor R3 controls the output level 
with the output AC coupled through 
C3. 

To prevent stray radiation from get- 
ting into the circuit, it should be housed 
in a metal box and the output fed 
through a length of coaxial cable. 
Since the current drain is small, the unit 
should run for months (depending on 
use) with a nine -volt transistor -radio 
battery. 
-Frank Pierce, Sioux Falls, SD 

Thanks to you, Frank. This is exactly 
the sort of thing we're looking for. Sim- 
ple, short, and sweet -and useful. 
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Fig. 4. The Signal Injector, although 
rather basic in design, is one of the 
most useful troubleshooting aids. When 
used in conjunction with an voltmeter 
or oscilloscope, it makes short work 
of troubleshooting circuits down to 
the component level. 
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Fig. 5 -The Coin Tosser consists of a 555 oscillator /timer feeding a 7474 dual 
J -K master! slave flip flop that's configured as a divide -he -two counter. 
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Coin Tosser. Sure, you could sit there 
flicking a coin into the air then catch- 
ing it and slapping it on your wrist - 
that's the traditional way. But this is an 
age where we live on the cuffing edge 
of technology. The box in which the 
circuit is built has a pair of LED's la- 
belled HEADS and TAILS. There's also a 
push- button switch (see Fig. 5) la- 
belled TOSS. When you press the Toss 

button, one of the two lights randomly 
lights, indicating heads or tails. 

Integrated U1 is a 555 configured as 
a free -running oscillator. The oscillator 
is enabled or inhibited by S1, the Toss 

switch, which is connected to the reset 
terminal of Ut at pin 4. The frequency is 

set for about 100 kHz, so that in the 0.5 
second that the button may be 
pressed, about 50,000 pulses are pro- 
duced. 

Those pulses are fed to U2, a 7474 J- 

K master -slave flip -flop, with comple- 
mentary outputs. Connected as 
shown, it becomes a divide -by -two 
counter, so one and only one of its out- 
puts will be at binary 1; the other at 
binary 0. Which output is at binary 1 

depends on whether the number of 
(Continued from page 103) 

An ETCHED 
circuit board 

from a 
Printed PAGE 

in just 3 Hours 

The ER -4 PHOTO ETCH KIT gives you the tools. materials and chemicals 
to make your own printed circuit boards The patented Pos -Neg" process 
copies artwork from magazines like this one without damaging the page 
Use the circuit patterns, tapes and drafting film to make your own 1X 
artwork Or try the Direct Etch" system (also included). to make single 
circuit boards without artwork The ER -4 is stocked by many electronic 
parts distributors, or order direct. postpaid. 
ER -4 PHOTO ETCH KIT (NJ and CA residents add sales tax) $38.00 
DATAK'S COMPLETE CATALOG lists hundreds of printed circuit products 
and art patterns Also contains dry transfer letter sheets and electronic title 
sets for professioral looking control panels WRITE FOR IT NOW! 

The DATAK Corporation 3117 Paterson Plank Road 
North Bergen, NJ 07047 
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ITT PUSH 
BUTTON 

ITT MDPL series. 3/4" X 

2" gray rectangular key 

cap S.P.S.T.N.0. Push to 
close. 
Rated: 0.1 amp 
Rated: n g. . 

0 25 amp carry 
current. P C. mount. 
CATO PB -8 65c each 

'0 'or $6 00 

PIEZO WARNING 
DEVICE 

Murata Erie O PKBB -4A0 
High pitched audible alarm 

Operates on 

6 3 - 20 Vdc @ 20 ma 
1" high x 7/8" dia. 
P C board mount. 

CATO PBZ -84 $1 75 each 

XENON TUBE 

24 VOLT D.C.SOLENOID 
Intermittent duty cycle 240 ohm coil Mounting flange 

is 1 1/8" wide. Solenoid body 11/2" X 1/2" X 1/2". _.-",, CATO SOL -34 $1 00 each 
10 for $8 50 100 for $75 00 

Large Quantify Available 

a mac: 
1" long Ilashtube prepped 
with 3 1/2" red and black 
leads. Ideal for electronic 
flash or strobe projects. 

CATO FLT -3 2 for $1 00 
10 AMP SOLID STATE 

RELAY 
ELECTROL OS2161 
CONTROL :5 5 - 10 Vdc 
( will operate 3- 32Vdc) 

-j Amp @ 240 Vac - LOAD: 10 Am 
2 1!4" X 1 3/4" X 7/8" 

CATO SSRLY -10B $9 50 each 
10 for $85.00 25 for $175.00 

50 for $300.00 100 for $500 00 

N- CHANNEL 
MOSFET 

\\. 
IRF -511 TO -220 case 

CATO IRF 511 
Nool $1.00 each r 10 for $9.00 

LARGE QUANTITY 
AVAILABLE 

MAIL ORDERS TO: 

ALL ELECTRONICS 
P.O. BOX 567 

VAN NUYS, CA 91408 
TWX5101010163(ALL ELECTRONIC) 

OUTSIDE THE U.S.A. 
SEND $1.50 POSTAGE 

FOR A CATALOG!! 

ORDER 
800- 
INFO: 
FAX: 

MINIMUM 
QUANTITIES 

CALIF. ADD 
USA: 
FOREIGN 

INCLUDE 
SHIPPING. 

TOLL FREE 
826 -5432 
(818)904 -0524 
(818)781 -2653 

ORDER $10.00 
LIMITED 

SALES TAX 
$3.00 SHIPPING . 

ORDERS 
SUFFICIENT 
NO C.O.D. J 
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